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Hey! I’m Patrick & I’m a serial automated testing framework builder. When I’m not doing that I wrangle continuous 

integration setups at tokbox. 

If you didn’t spot the program, and assuming I remember what I wrote in there correctly, you’re here to walk out 
knowing how to turn on continuous integration so your products work. We'll use one cloud service, and one self-

hosted service.



THE PROBLEM 

SIMPLE PROJECT 

TRAVIS-CI 

JENKINS 

OTHERS 

QUESTIONS

How do you know if your code is good? If you work in a team, how do you know that it’s only your change that broke things?



1 .  T H E  P R O B L E M

How do you know if your code is good? If you work in a team, how do you know that it’s only your change that broke things?



C O N T I N U O U S  
I N T E G R AT I O N

You’re hear for a talk on continuous integration - so there’s a non zero chance you have some idea of what it is.


ThoughtWorks describes Continuous Integration (CI) as (next slide) “a development practice that requires developers to integrate code into a shared repository several 
times a day. Each check-in is then verified by an automated build, allowing teams to detect problems early.”



A  
“ D E V E L O P M E N T  P R A C T I C E ”

… “a development practice that requires developers to integrate code into a shared repository several times a day. Each check-in is then verified by an automated build, 
allowing teams to detect problems early.”



C I  S E R V E R

A continuous integration server does this integrating for you. That is, compiles the code, runs your tests, and then yells at people if they have broken something.



E V E R Y  C H E C K  I N

Ok, that’s a lot. It depends on how you work… do you use a single branch that every one commits to? How do you prevent bad code from reaching that branch?



G I T

Who here is familiar with git?


(If people who say no) it’s distributed source control. For the purposes of this talk you can ignore that - my demos use it, but you don’t need to use git for source control 
to do continuous integration.



B R A N C H

If you think of your source control as tree, a branch is one line of history, you can “merge” branches together at any time to combine histories.



F O R K

In github it’s the concept of making your own copy of the repo. You have all of the history from the time of the fork, and afterwards you can merge changes from the 
original repo. You can then make changes, and then when you are ready merge them into the original repo.



P U L L  R E Q U E S T

So you have changes in your fork, and you want to send them to the original repo? Sometimes you can just push them directly, but a typical flow is you send a pull 
request. In GitHub that takes the form of asking the original repo to merge changes from your branch. I’ll show that UI later, but basically someone who controls the 
original repo can see the changes you are trying to make and then can choose to accept them or not.



E V E R Y  P U L L  R E Q U E S T

At TokBox we use the “fork, branch, submit pull request” work flow. As a developer I have a fork (that is my own private copy) of a company repository. I create a new 
branch, and do my work, committing as I go, and then I submit a “pull request”. When the pull request is submitted, the CI server picks is notified and then 



2 .  S I M P L E  P R O J E C T

Let’s get started.



I’m starting with a blank slate. We’ll need Xcode.



You probably have a project you want to add CI to, but I don’t (it’s already on!), so I’m going to make a really simple project. Single View Application, Swift, a little splash 
of Storyboards, oh and I’ll have it include Unit Tests. If you haven’t done that, you’ll need to google “how to add unit tests to an existing Xcode project” and hope the 
results are useful. 



Thanks Xcode. When you’re just using screenshots Xcode is great… no crashes 😀



I know the font size is tiny - the code isn’t important here - I’ve just added a struct with two functions, one that adds two numbers, and one that subtracts. I just need 
something to test.



Now the tests. Nothing special here - just an XCTAssertEqual, and a performance test - so we can see what that looks like in the CI servers later.



Product -> Test, or command + U, and boom, we get these nice ticks in the Xcode UI. Problem is how do you make sure those tests keep passing. If you’re super good 
about it you’ll always remember to run these tests before you ship your code. If you work with others though you also need to remember to run these before sharing 
code, so your collaborators don’t have to work “who broke the tests?”



One trick - before we can use xcodebuild on other machines, we need to mark the Schemes we want it to be able to build as Shared. That way they’ll be available on 
other machines without first having to open the project in Xcode.



Before I go I also need a repo on github.com. This repo exists and has the code mentioned here.





Xcode automatically initialised my project with a local git repo, it’s super simple to point that at GitHub.



Then I’ll just commit the changes I’ve made to master. The last time we’ll be doing that in this project!



A  Q U I C K  N O T E

At TokBox we use the “fork, branch, submit pull request” work flow. As a developer I have a fork (that is my own private copy) of a company repository. I create a new 
branch, and do my work, committing as I go, and then I submit a “pull request”. When the pull request is submitted, the CI server notices that and runs our tests. 


For this demo I’m not forking, so my pull requests are all within the same repo, but it works just as well.



3 .  T R AV I S - C I

So setting up CI is hard, right?


No! First up I’m going to use travis-ci, which looks (next slide) like…



This demo is an open source project, so I can use travis-ci.org for free. You can too!


At TokBox we use travis-ci.com for many of our private repos - you pay based on the number of concurrent builds you want to allow.



VIDEO 
Getting started with travis-ci is:

* Log in with your GitHub account

* Click the “+” next to my repositories

* Find your repo in the list and click the switch to enable it

* I’m going to also turn on “build only if .travis.yml is present” - that way it won’t try and do things if the branch doesn’t tell travis what to do.



Here’s the .travis.yml I’m going to use. I tell it to use Xcode 8.3. I use a custom script so the output of xcodebuild is piped through xcpretty, which formats things quite 
nicely.


Who has used xcodebuild before?


xcodebuild lets you run build & test in the same way as Xcode does. Test allows you to run your tests in the simulator or even an attached device. You don’t have any 
attached devices in travis-ci though, so I’m going to have to use the simulator.



This time I’ll create a branch (add-dot-travis-yml), add my file and push it to GitHub.



VIDEO 
When you do that and go to GitHub page, you’ll be prompted to create a pull request. Pretty simple. No checks yet, other than making sure it can merge this PR without 
any conflicts.



A minute or so later, we get confirmation that our travis-ci checks have passed. If we click on “show all checks” (next slide) 



We can then click on Details and see the log from the test run



The logs show the setup, but if we scroll down to the bottom…



… and we can see the output of the test.



VIDEO 
So now the tests are running on PRs, but how can we stop the PR being merged without the tests passing?


Go to Settings, Branches, Master, Protect this Branch, Require status checks to pass before merging. Click apply.



VIDEO 
So we need to test this works by making the tests fail. We’ll add a number to add() so now the tests will fail, commit that to a new branch and push to github.



Here’s our new PR, the tests haven’t passed yet so “Merge pull request” is disabled.



Oh hey! The tests failed! And the “merge pull request” button is disabled. If we go to “Details” next to the pr job we can find out why…



And there we go, the add test failed because I changed it to return the wrong value.


Fixing this is an exercise for your imagination, but pushing a new commit to the same branch that fixes the bug will re-run the tests, and when they pass the “merge pull 
request” button will become available.



T H AT  W A S  T R AV I S - C I

But we also use… (next slide) Jenkins



4 .  J E N K I N S

Jenkins gets a lot of hate. Some of it deserved. It can be hard to configure, and traditionally all that configuration happened in the Jenkins UI, so no source control. I’m 
going to quickly walk through setting up Jenkins, but I’ll use a newer job time - multi branch pipelines - which puts the actual config for your builds in a file in source 
control, similar to the travis.yml from before.



I’m going to run the Jenkins master using docker, but you can get installers for most operating systems, including macOS, from jenkins.io. One “run” completes it tells 
you to open a web browser to finish setup.



I’m going to choose defaults



It’ll sit at this screen for a while as it downloads everything. This will depend on your internet connection (if you do this while tethering in a hotel room you might wait a 
while).



After entering a password we’re ready to launch the main Jenkins UI.



Which looks like this. Let’s start by clicking on create new jobs.



VIDEO 
Before we create our job we need add a node. Heads up: the software that runs is called “slave”, I don’t particularly like that.

 
In jenkins you can have nodes that spin up ec2 (or other cloud) instances (by installing a plugin or two), but in this case we are going to setup one up on my computer 
and run it by hand. Typically you’d probably set up a login item or similar to run this on a Mac automatically.


So we add a new node, configure it, and then open its page to copy the launch command.



Now we can try running the slave.jar.


Except I don’t have java installed.



Download the latest Java SE Development Kit and install it.



Now we can try again. Download slave.jar, and then run the java -jar command.



And back in the jenkins UI our node is now showing as online.



I’ll create a “devworld” job that uses the Multibranch Pipeline. You could use Freestyle project, and then configure that with plugins and tell it to run a script and … insert 
many steps here. Rock on! But I want to be fancy.



Configuration is name of project, and then choose credentials for github (I’d suggest creating a user just for this that has write access to your repo), enter an owner 
(username or organisation) and choose the repo from the drop down list. Hit Save.



So we can see from the next screen that the pipeline plugin has gone ahead and scanned the github repo and hasn’t found a Jenkinsfile in any branch, so for now it’s not 
going to do anything.



Here’s a super basic Jenkinsfile.


You describe stages. Stages just show up nicely in the Jenkins UI.


You can even run tasks in parallel and across different nodes.



I’ll add that Jenkinsfile and push it to a new branch on github.



Hooray! Now we can see the jenkins status. I’ve marked this as required as I did before for travis-ci.



Hooray, that test passed! Let’s look at the details in Jenkins



Each “stage” from our Jenkinsfile shows up as a column along with how long each step takes.



If we click through to the job we can see the console output, and we get the same loging. Not quite as pretty though.



5 .  O T H E R S

So, those are two CI servers.



Buildkite tends to be pretty popular with this crowd. Anyone here want to volunteer to be a cheerleader?



Circle CI exists, I’ve not used it.



And Atlassian Bamboo is probably a decent choice if you’re a bitbucket + confluence + everything atlassian user.



S O U R C E  C O N T R O L

I used git, and specifically GitHub, but for the most part, especially if you use something like Jenkins the source control in use is not relevant. All you need is some way 
for CI server to get notifications that new code is ready to be tested. Please use source control though.




6 .  Q U E S T I O N S

• thepatrick.io/talks.html 

• @thepatrick on twitter 

• @thepatrick on slacks (lgbt.technology, viewsource) 

• devworld@thepatrick.io

How do you know if your code is good? If you work in a team, how do you know that it’s only your change that broke things?

http://thepatrick.io/talks.html
mailto:devworld@thepatrick.io

